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workshop designed to increase maths students’ awareness of how businesses operate.  The 
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1. Introduction 
Employers often say that they want graduates or placement students to have ‘business awareness’ 
but, as asked by Ramesh et al. (2013), how can students learn how companies function? To help 
students at Greenwich understand how businesses operate, staff developed a Business Game 
activity for second year maths students with the help of the Institute of Mathematics and its 
Applications (IMA) (Bradshaw, 2013).  They have run this activity for the last four years and report 
that student feedback has always been extremely positive.  The IMA are keen to help other 
universities run similar activities; so do contact Erica Tyson (IMA University Liaison Officer) for 
more details if you are interested.
2. Business Game 
About 60 students gathered one afternoon at Greenwich to take part in this activity, which we were 
told was going to be in the style of ‘The Apprentice’. Thankfully neither Lord Alan Sugar nor Claude 
Litner were present to give us all a good roasting at the end. 
We were split into three equal ‘packaging companies’, with 20 staff each, and given a brief which 
outlined the departments that a company might need (i.e. marketing, production, finance etc.). We 
were also provided with a synopsis of the rules of the game and what staff in each department 
should be doing. A list of different materials and their costs was also included. Each team then 
chose their company name and CEO, who asked for 2 volunteers each to act as finance, 
marketing and purchasing staff. The rest of the team were split in half into design and production 
staff members. There wasn’t an opportunity to change roles as the exercise only lasted for around 
2 hours. 
One of the lecturers took the role of the customer and another became the supplier. Other lecturers 
observed us as we went about our business.  Only the marketing staff were permitted to 
communicate with the customer and only the purchasing staff with the supplier. 
Our first task was to design, produce and sell a box to contain a small container.  The marketing 
staff immediately went to see the customer to ascertain his requirements and obtain an estimate of 
what price he would be prepared to pay together with the volume of boxes required. In the 
meantime, the finance staff started to work on the costs of the materials and staff, although this 
was only an initial estimate as the design and volume were not as yet decided. 
As soon as the marketing staff returned, the design team started working on the prototype while 
the finance team tried to calculate the unit cost. At the same time the purchasing staff went to the 
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Litner were present to give us all a good roasting at the end. 
We were split into three equal ‘packaging companies’, with 20 staff each, and given a brief which 
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chose their company name and CEO, who asked for 2 volunteers each to act as finance, 
marketing and purchasing staff. The rest of the team were split in half into design and production 
staff members. There wasn’t an opportunity to change roles as the exercise only lasted for around 
2 hours. 
One of the lecturers took the role of the customer and another became the supplier. Other lecturers 
observed us as we went about our business.  Only the marketing staff were permitted to 
communicate with the customer and only the purchasing staff with the supplier. 
Our first task was to design, produce and sell a box to contain a small container.  The marketing 
staff immediately went to see the customer to ascertain his requirements and obtain an estimate of 
what price he would be prepared to pay together with the volume of boxes required. In the 
meantime, the finance staff started to work on the costs of the materials and staff, although this 
was only an initial estimate as the design and volume were not as yet decided. 
As soon as the marketing staff returned, the design team started working on the prototype while 
the finance team tried to calculate the unit cost. At the same time the purchasing staff went to the 
supplier to buy the initial materials required. There were different types of the same sort of 
material, for example, masking tape, clear tape, or double-sided invisible tape, at different prices. 
We therefore had to decide whether to spend money on high-end materials thus improving the 
quality of our designs, or save money and buy at the cheaper end of the range and make more 
profit, but risk the client rejecting our design. 
However, it soon became clear how difficult it is to coordinate all of the different requirements and 
how the flow of the supply chain has a serious impact on ‘the business’.
The finance team could not calculate the unit cost until the purchasing staff were back from 
negotiating with the suppliers over material costs, and the design team could not make the 
prototype until the materials were bought. One delay occurred because there was a queue at the 
supplier; this showed us that choosing a potential supplier was not just about cost; efficient service 
and speed of delivery are also vital. 
Once the prototype had been made it was taken to the customer for his approval before production 
commenced. We did not feel that we could purchase the rest of the materials or start production 
until the customer had approved the model in case he rejected it or required modifications. 
This then led to a delay in purchasing materials and hence a delay in production. It also revealed 
that if one is too prudent over spending on machinery, there is insufficient capacity in production 
thus slowing delivery. It is very difficult to get the right balance between spending on hardware, 
profit and staff availability. Up until this point, the production staff hadn’t had work to process, 
resulting in a waste of staff resource and cost. Once production started, we soon found that these 
staff were under immense pressure to get products out on time, although the delays had occurred 
higher up the supply chain. 
We then went on to design and produce more products to keep the chain going. The second 
product was a type of ‘horse box’ which needed to have sides sufficiently high to stop the animal 
escaping but also allowing easy loading and unloading. At the end of the game we gave a brief
presentation of our gross and net profits, what troubles we had encountered and what we had 
learned from the process. One of the problems we encountered that we had not anticipated was a 
queue at the suppliers, as other ‘companies’ were taking time to negotiate over prices. 
The ‘customer’ and ‘supplier’ commented on each team’s performance. The ‘customer’ noted how 
well or not we had kept to the promised deadlines and specifications, and why he had paid a much 
higher price than he originally intended for the ‘animal box’ as he was under time pressures. The 
supplier commented on each team’s different approach to buying supplies, in terms of volumes 
and price negotiations. He also let us know that one team had successfully sold their leftover 
materials back to him at the end of production, thus increasing their profit. 
Overall, it was an excellent and clear lesson in how hard it is to run a successful business and how 
much juggling is required to keep all of one’s staff productive. It also highlighted how different 
personalities would affect the running of a business and how problematic it is to be a manager who 
encourages and praises their staff but also is tough when necessary. For example, a member of 
staff with a laidback personality can often need motivating to ensure that work is produced to the 
necessary timescale, and this can sometimes be frustrating.  
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3. Final Thoughts 
But actually the best bit of the afternoon was that it was tremendous fun to play! The students were 
all very competitive even though we were told it wasn’t about the winning but the experience! I 
cannot think of any group of people who would not benefit from such an experience and I would 
suggest that even existing companies should take part in similar activities with staff playing roles 
which are the opposite to those that they hold. I think this would increase the understanding of all 
staff for their colleagues in different departments and stop the friction between, say, floor operators 
and management, as they would appreciate the problems that each other faced. I believe it would 
also improve the cohesiveness of a company and help staff to realise that they were all in it 
together, and that each area has a valuable contribution to make to the overall success of a 
company. 
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WORKSHOP REPORT 
MathsJam Conference 2015 
Peter Rowlett, Department of Engineering and Mathematics, Sheffield Hallam University, Sheffield, 
U.K. Email: p.rowlett@shu.ac.uk. 
The MathsJam weekend is an annual recreational maths conference convened by Colin Wright 
and held in Staffordshire in the U.K. since November 2010. This is related to the monthly 
MathsJam meetings, which take place in pubs in over thirty locations around the world and, since 
starting in 2008 in London, has provided an opportunity for “like-minded self-confessed maths 
enthusiasts to share puzzles, games, problems or anything else they thought was cool or 
interesting” (Rowlett et al., 2012). The conference offers a more structured format with the same 
ethos.  
The 2015 conference started with lunch on Saturday 7 November 2015 and ended at lunch on 
Sunday 8 November 2015. The format is based around five-minute talks, with more than fifty 
presented in a single strand of six sessions over the two days. This format offers not enough time 
to give a lot of detail, but just enough to show something interesting or ask a question to provoke 
further discussion. After a block of around 7 talks there is a break, during which speakers make 
themselves available for further discussion with anyone who wishes to learn more. As a speaker, I 
can confirm that discussion carries on well beyond this as well. This format avoids audience 
members feeling they are sitting through long talks that don't interest them or are missing 
something in a parallel strand, while promoting an ethos of ‘sharing interesting ideas’. 
The conference is specifically not an 'education' meeting. Indeed, many of the attendees have no 
role in education. Nevertheless, there is potentially great value in attending the series for those 
involved in education, and many attendees are school teachers, university lecturers and in related 
roles. The format means the conference was dense with a variety of potentially useful ideas.  
In 2015, there were talks on recreational maths staples (for example, Matt Parker discussed the 
construction of magic squares) and, as you might expect from a recreational maths meeting, talks 
on related topics such as number theory (Matthew Scroggs, discussing forming a 'crossnumber' 
puzzle for Chalkdust Magazine, told us that every positive integer greater than 77 is a finite sum of 
distinct integers greater than 1 such than the sum of their reciprocals equals 1), geometry (John 
Bibby showed geometric patterns in African textiles) and probability (Martin Whitworth spoke about 
Penney's game, which involves two players tossing a fair coin until one wins when their particular 
sequence of heads and tails occurs).  
Attendees are encouraged to present talks on topics that interest them, leading to some variety. 
There were talks about history, including Pedro J. Freitas showing the geometry of Portuguese 
artist José de Almada Negreiros (1893-1970) and Nicholas Jackson giving a potted biography of 
Émilie du Châtelet (1706-1749).  
Although education was not the focus, there were some talks with an educational slant. Ken 
McKelvie discussed a variant on the 'Hannah's sweets' problem (Bellos, 2015), and Rob Eastaway 
covered an interesting solution to the 'Crocodile' question (Kennedy, 2015), both having been 
reported as 'difficult' exam questions this year in England and Scotland, respectively. Talks about 
how to explain mathematical concepts included Colin Wright's attempt to find an intuitive 
explanation why two sine waves sum to give a third sine wave, and Rob Eastaway's attempt to 
explain the construction of a deck of cards for the game Dobble (Spot It! in the USA) to students 
(actually, his children) who don't know about projective planes.  
